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Introduction

An easy way
to invest

Investment
trusts give
you access to
someone else’s
expertise and
time. Investment
trusts are – in
essence –
companies
whose sole job
it is to invest
and grow your
money.

What are investment trusts and why should you
invest in them? Rosie Carr explains their attractions

S

ophisticated investors use them, as
do new ones who haven’t got a clue.
Their appeal is enduring – many
are well over 100 years old – and
their reach extends to every corner
of the market. So what is it about
investment trusts that makes them
so popular and why, at the same
time, have they been described as the stock market’s
best-kept secret?
There are many reasons why investors in the
know rely heavily on investment trusts and if we had
to boil those reasons down to a single one, it would
be that they have so much to offer.
Here’s a sample of what you get:
An investment trust is an instant portfolio, which
gives you – even if you buy just a single share –
exposure to a whole array of companies which are
expected to be profitable going forward. If everything turns out right, in a few years you will be able
to sell your shares for more money than you paid for
them and in the meantime you might even enjoy a
steady stream of income.
If you are just starting out, a large global
trust gives you exposure to a broad basket of
global equities. It’s an easy first choice which will
make a solid core for your portfolio. You won’t have
to worry about a disaster either as your trust will
hold lots of shares so if one fails, it won’t make a
huge difference.
Investment trusts give you access to someone
else’s expertise and time. Investment trusts are – in
essence – companies whole sole job it is to invest
and grow your money. You, the investor, take a
back seat while the manager of the investment
trust carries out all the research and makes all the
buying and selling decisions. Typically the trust
manager will work with a team of analysts, while

Investment trusts allow you to leave all the decisionmaking to a manager focusing on it full-time
your interests as a shareholder/investor will be
looked after by the board of directors. The structure
is similar to ordinary companies hence the board of
directors, and your holding will be bought in shares.
You can construct a complete portfolio using
investment trusts as the building blocks with a solid
core of global or UK trusts, and carrying on from
there with say small companies, US companies,
emerging markets, pharmaceuticals and so on.
Investment trusts enable you to invest without
overpaying. By this we mean that you can quite
often buy the shares at a discount to their real
value, something we will look at in more detail
later, and also because many trusts have sharebuying schemes that allow you to benefit from ultra
cheap dealing charges.

100+

The age in years of
a
some investment trusts
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Section
Introduction
subject in here
They have been around for a very long time so
you can be sure they know what they are doing and
that they work. They have a proven track record
and many make it an aim to keep improving their
returns to investors. Look at the table on page 10
– this shows some investment trusts which have
increased their dividend payout to their shareholders every single year without a break for the past 20
years, and some trusts have managed to do so for
much longer periods.
They often beat other types of managed funds
– studies comparing performances suggest that
because of their ability to borrow money and their
efficient structure, they are likely to deliver bigger
returns to investors.
Other good reasons for buying investment trusts
include how easy it is to gain access to far-flung
markets. All in all, if you are thinking of investing, a
good way to start is through an investment trust.
But if they have so much to offer, why then are
they sometimes referred to as a ‘secret’? That’s
simply because in the past financial advisers were
paid commission when they sold unit trusts to their
clients and as a result they rarely recommended
investment trusts. Advisers also insisted there was
another reason for their slowness to promote investment trusts: that because of the different structures
of unit trusts and investment trusts, the latter

involved more risk. We’ll come to those differences
in the next section.
Over the following pages, we look in detail at
how investment trusts work, how they compare to
similar types of pooled investments, how to buy
them and finally what investment trusts with very
different aims and focuses can offer you.

You can
shelter up to

£15,240

They have a
proven track
record and
many make it
an aim to keep
improving
their returns
to investors.

-worth of shares in a
tax-free Isa shelter
this year

Investment trusts that have been around for more than 100 years
Company
Foreign & Colonial Investment Trust
Scottish American
Dunedin Income Growth
JPMorgan American
Mercantile
Scottish Investment Trust
Henderson Smaller Companies
JPMorgan Overseas
Alliance
Bankers
Merchants
F&C Global Smaller Companies
Law Debenture Corporation
Edinburgh Investment
City of London
BlackRock Income Strategies
British Empire
TR Property
Witan Pacific
Murray International
Witan
Scottish Mortgage
London & St Lawrence
Hansa Trust

Management group
F&C Management
Baillie Gifford
Aberdeen Asset Managers
JPMorgan Asset Management
JPMorgan Asset Management
Scottish Investment Trust
Henderson Global Investors
JP Morgan Asset Management
Alliance Trust
Henderson Global Investors
Allianz Global Investors
F&C Management
Law Debenture Corporation
Invesco Asset Management
Henderson Global Investors
BlackRock Investment Management (UK)
Asset Value Investors
Thames River Capital (UK)
Witan Investment Services
Aberdeen Asset Managers
Witan Investment Services
Baillie Gifford
London & St Lawrence
Hansa Capital Partners

Source: AIC using Morningstar
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AIC sector
Total assets (£m)
Global
2,878.32
Global Equity Income
434.92
UK Equity Income
434.92
North America
899.23
UK All Companies
2,012.39
Global
790.77
UK Smaller Companies
570.00
Global
298.12
Global
3,243.92
Global
765.40
UK Equity Income
604.94
Global
564.95
Global
731.68
UK Equity Income
1,576.54
UK Equity Income
1,333.96
Flexible Investment
420.58
Global
747.82
Property Securities
1,156.58
Asia Pacific - Including Japan
173.05
Global Equity Income
1,335.54
Global
1,784.37
Global
3,791.90
Global Equity Income
101.10
Global
251.06

Launch date
1/01/1868
31/12/1873
1/02/1873
18/06/1881
8/12/1884
27/07/1887
16/12/1887
21/04/1887
21/04/1888
13/04/1888
16/02/1889
15/02/1889
12/12/1889
1/03/1889
1/01/1891
05/01/1898
1/01/1898
5/05/1905
30/12/1907
18/12/1907
17/02/1909
1/01/1909
07/03/1910
1/01/1912
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What are investment trusts?

Understanding
investment trusts
It helps to know how investment trusts work

I

nvestment trusts are structured as companies,
so to invest in one you simply buy shares in it.
These shares are traded on the stock exchange
and they can rise and fall in value.
Unlike a standard company – say Next (NXT)
or Barclays (BARC), for example – the investment trust is not managing its own business:
instead it invests in other businesses. But like
all other companies it will have a board of directors
to look after shareholders’ interests.
As a shareholder, you will be kept informed by the
manager, or management team, of progress and plans.
There is a charge or fee for the running of the
investment trust and this will be deducted automatically before your gains (or losses) are calculated.
These fees will be stated in the literature you receive,
and there may be a performance-related fee too.
Each investment trust will invest according to its
stated aims. For example, the aim of Henderson UK
Smaller Companies trust is to maximise shareholder
total returns by investing mainly in smaller companies in the UK. In a completely different sector,
JPMorgan Emerging Markets Income aims to provide
income, together with the potential for long-term
capital growth, from emerging markets such as
China and Brazil.
Trusts measure their performance against a
benchmark index so that investors can see how they
are doing in relation to general measures of the
marketplace. The idea is that the manager will beat
the index. JPMorgan Emerging Markets measures
itself against the MSCI Emerging Markets Index.
The trust and the index won’t have the same
constituents or holdings. If they did, then the trust
would not be an actively managed fund. Instead it
would be a passive tracker, simply replicating the
holdings. But the comparisons with the index are
useful and can help investors see how the trust

Investors
Chronicle’s
Top 100 Funds:
Every year we compile a list of our
Top 100 Funds to help investors
make decisions about which funds
to buy. Find the latest list at:
www.investorschronicle.co.uk/
funds-and-etfs/top-100-funds/

performs compared with the average performance
of shares in that market.
It’s always worth reading the literature
supplied by the managers so that you know what
you are buying into and so that you avoid too
much overlap between the holdings. Nevertheless,
each emerging market, small company, global
and any other sector trust will offer something
different to its peers. Pay attention to the holdings
and how they invest. Trusts can choose to only
buy listed companies or they can buy unquoted
companies (private companies) off market.
Both of the trusts mentioned above are Investors
Chronicle Top 100 funds, which means we have
identified them as being among the best actively
managed funds available currently. We compile
this list every year to help investors make decisions
about what funds to buy and you can find it on our
website at www.investorschronicle.co.uk.
Investment trusts are not the only type of managed fund out there. Unit trusts and open-ended
investment companies (Oeics) and exchange traded
trusts (ETFs) are others. What all these funds have
in common is that money is pooled together from
lots of investors and used to buy particular types of
underlying holdings in the expectation of making
investors’ money grow over time. In that respect they
all perform the same function.
Most unit trusts and Oeics, like investment
trusts, are actively managed, which means the
manager makes investment decisions about what to
buy and sell.
ETFS and some unit trusts, on the other hand,
are passively managed which means they blindly
follow an index – for example, the FTSE 100.
But there are key differences between funds
(unit trusts and Oeics) and investment trusts, which
we explain on page 8.

Investment
trusts are
structured as
companies, so
to invest in one
you simply buy
shares in it.
a
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UK economy
in review
Britain’s economy has generated some positive coverage
recently, not least from the International Monetary Fund.1
Its performance remains one of the best among the
advanced economies, although there has been some
slowing of the pace of growth. The question for investors
is how they can benefit from the continuing recovery in
the UK while avoiding any potential future problems.

James
Saunders
Watson,
Executive
Director,
JPMorgan

UK bucks IMF
growth trends

There was a splash of late-winter sunshine
for British Ministers in February from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)1. While
financial markets fretted over the slowdown
in China and sluggish growth in the eurozone, the UK was a notable exception. In
October, the IMF predicted British growth
of 2.2 per cent this year and 2.2 per cent in
2017, and those forecasts were changed not
a jot in the February update. By contrast, the
Fund knocked 0.1 per cent off its forecast for
expansion in the advanced economies overall
for both this year and next.
But then, in December, the IMF had
published its latest Article IV consultation
– the annual health checks to which most
Fund members are subject – on the British
economy1. It opened with words of praise:
“The UK’s recent economic performance
has been strong, and considerable
progress has been achieved in addressing
underlying vulnerabilities.
“Growth has exceeded that of the other
major advanced economies, the unemployment rate has fallen substantially,
employment has reached an historic high,
the fiscal deficit has been reduced and
financial sector resilience has increased.”

In all, suggested the IMF, the future looked
bright: “Steady growth looks likely to
continue over the next few years.”
Problems and risk areas remain – of which
more later. But, for now, according to the
Fund, the UK is showing its neighbours a
clean pair of heels.
Two months later, and the IMF had more
cheer for the UK when it published, in
April, its latest world economic outlook2.
The IMF noted that Britain in 2015 had
enjoyed the fastest rate of growth among
the Group of Seven rich nations with the
exception of the United States, expanding
at 2.2 per cent against 1.5 per cent for
Germany, 1.1 per cent for France, 0.8 per
cent for Italy, 0.5 per cent for Japan and 1.2
per cent for Canada.
The big question for the investor is how
best to benefit from this economic performance. The best starting point in trying to
answer it may be to look at what is driving
the economic upswing and then work out
what sort of companies will benefit.
Please note that the value of your investments and any income form them can
go down as well us up and you may not
get back the full amount you invested.
Forecasts, projections and other forward
looking statements are based upon current
beliefs and expectations. They are for

AdvertoriAl
illustrative purposes only and serve as an
indication of what may occur. Given the
inherent uncertainties and risks associated with
forecasts, projections and other forward statements, actual events, results or performance
may differ materially from those reflected or
contemplated.
Approaching its seventh full year of recovery,
Britain is a growth leader among the advanced
economies.

UK investment
opportunities
come in different
shapes and sizes

At J.P. Morgan Asset Management, we have
a wide range of strategies, investing across
large, medium and small UK companies.
And we offer UK investment opportunities
that offer capital growth, or income potential – or a combination of both. JPMorgan
Claverhouse Investment Trust, JPMorgan
Mid Cap Investment Trust, JPMorgan
Smaller Companies Investment Trust and The
Mercantile Investment Trust are four such
options for investing in the potential of the UK.
Most of the fund invests in companies from a
particular market sector. Investing like this can
be riskier than investing across many market
sectors. This is because the value of the fund
can go up and down in value more often and by
larger amounts than funds that are spread more
widely, especially in the short term. The Fund
invests in securities of smaller companies which
may be more difficult to sell, more volatile and
tend to carry greater financial risk than securities
of larger companies. Investment trusts may
utilise gearing (borrowing) which will exaggerate market movements both up and down.

Consumer
spending boost

A key area of growth has been consumer
spending, with five years of falling real incomes
coming to an end in 2014. In its quarterly
inflation report, published in February, the Bank
of England noted that: “Supported by strong
income growth, consumer spending growth has
been robust… Over the past two years, real
incomes have been boosted by a pick-up in wage
and employment growth and by falling energy
and food prices3.”
In light of this, it is perhaps unsurprising that
the Bank noted: “Output growth in consumerfocused sub-sectors… has remained resilient.”
It sees household consumption growing at 2.75
per cent this year and adds that “real income
growth is expected to remain firm”.

Housing
sector growth

Away from the shops, the Bank identifies
housing as a potential growth area, with housing
investment comprising three distinct business
sectors: “One fifth is spending on services associated with property transactions, while around
a third is spending on newly-built dwellings and
the remainder is spending on improvements to
existing dwellings4.”
The outlook, says the Bank, is being supported
by lower mortgage rates and easier credit
availability.
Other sectors doing well in the UK were
identified by the February summary of business
conditions as reported by the Bank’s “agents”
– its 12 regional officials across the country5.
Business services, said the agents, had seen firm
growth, adding that the picture was “somewhat
stronger for professional and financial services
than for other companies”.
Commercial property was another growth point,
with demand especially strong for warehouses
and distribution centres. Manufacturers are
maintaining their capital spending and services
companies are increasing their investment.

Approaching its
seventh full year of
recovery, Britain is
a growth leader
among the advanced
economies

Potential
weaknesses

The IMF’s December 2015 report4 highlighted
some weaknesses in the British economy: large
deficits on the current account and on government spending, both equivalent to about five
per cent of GDP; uncertainty associated with
the in/out European Union referendum; and
the possibility that “the presumed recovery of
productivity growth…may fail to materialise”.
But, as the IMF’s managing director Christine
Lagarde said in April, Britain had managed to
provide the right balance of spending cuts and
revenue raising. “It is clearly also delivering
results, because when we look at the comparative growth rates delivered by various countries
in Europe, it is obvious that what’s happening in
the UK has actually worked,” she said6.

Economic
success story

Approaching its seventh full year of recovery,
Britain is a growth leader among the advanced
economies. Employment is at record levels, real
earnings are rising and corporate profits are up7.
Investors should be able to share in this economic success story, provided they have access
to the sort of professional expertise offered
by J.P. Morgan Asset Management that comes
from years of investment experience in the UK
markets backed by an intensive research effort.

in association with:

Please be aware that this material provides general information only
and has been produced for information purposes only. It is based on
information believed to be reliable at the time of writing but is subject to change without notice and we do not guarantee its accuracy.
The opinions and views expressed here are those held by the author
at the time of publication, which are subject to change and are not
to be taken as or construed as investment advice. If you are unsure
about which investment options are right for your circumstances
please speak to a financial adviser. JPMorgan Asset Management
Marketing Limited accepts no legal responsibility or liability for any
matter or opinion expressed in this material.
The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well
as rise and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Past
performance is not a guide to the future.
Issued by JPMorgan Asset Management Marketing Limited which is
authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority Registered in England No: 288553. Registered address: 25 Bank
St, Canary Wharf, London E14 5JP.

Notes: 1 International Monetary Fund as at 24/02/16. 2 International
Monetary Fund, WEO update as at April 2016. 3 Bank of England Report as
at February 2016. 4 Office for National Statistics as at February 2016.
5 Bank of England as at February 2016. 6 BBC as at 17/04/16. 7 Office for
National Statistics as at 07/01/16.
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What are investment trusts?

Each emerging market trust will offer something different from its peers

Trusts’ unique features

There are several important differences between
investment trusts and funds. One is that unit trusts
are what’s called open ended while investment trusts
are closed ended. Open ended means the size of the
fund will continue to grow – or shrink – as new investors come along and put money in (or take it out).
Money is constantly being added to or deducted from
the pot. Investment trusts, however, are companies
and issue shares when raising money from investors.
Because the number of shares is fixed they are called
closed-ended vehicles.
Is one structure better than the other? A disadvantage of the open-ended or unit trust structure is
if a lot of investors want to cash in their units at the
same time the fund manager may be forced to sell
holdings – and sometimes this will be the fund’s
best or better holdings as they will be the easiest
to sell quickly – in order to raise cash for those
investors. Investment trusts are never put in that
position because the shares are sold in the market
to other investors. When investors want to get out,
they simply sell their shares to other investors.
The managers of closed-ended funds say they are
better able to make long-term decisions. They don’t
have to deal with inflows and outflows from the
fund, as investors move their money – often at the
wrong time in the market cycle. The managers can
stay invested for long periods and do not have to hold
back cash in case they need to meet redemptions,
This can lead to better longer-term performance. The
closed-ended structure can be particularly useful in
illiquid assets such as commercial property.
Another important difference is that because
they are companies, investment trusts can build
up a revenue reserve and they can then dip into
this reserve in years when dividend income isn’t
so good. Unit trusts can’t do this, as they have to
distribute all income.
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Other things that make investment trusts stand
out include the discount.
Investment trust shares can trade at a discount
– or premium – to their underlying net asset value.
The actual value of the underlying holdings per
share might be £1 while the share price is 90p simply
because that is how much other buyers are willing
to pay at a given time. This means that you can pick
up assets for less than their real worth. If the share
price and the net asset value rise during the period
you hold the shares you will make a double gain.
Why might the shares be trading at a discount?
The sector might have dropped out of favour, or the
manager’s style may be unsuited to prevailing market
conditions. Or it could simply be that investors are
flocking to a more popular ‘in favour’ sector and are
dumping their shares to release money to invest.
You might find the trust you have selected is
trading at a premium. This can happen when investors really like a manager or the sector is performing
well. It’s not always a good idea to buy shares at a
premium, though, as you are in effect paying more
for the shares than they are worth. If the premium
disappears or the shares start trading at a discount
you will have made a loss at least on paper. If you
are planning to hold a trust for a long time the
premium will be less of an issue.
You can look at investment trusts’ share price
history and whether they have been trading at premiums or a discount. This will help you to decide if
you should go ahead and buy.
Another thing investment companies can do is
to use gearing – borrowing money to invest – to
enhance returns and in positive market conditions
this can be a benefit. It does raise the risk of the
trust, though, and can contribute to lower returns
if the investment trust manager uses gearing in a
falling market. But generally trusts use their gearing
carefully to make additional investments.

Investment
trusts can build
up a revenue
reserve and they
can then dip
into this reserve
in years when
dividend income
isn’t so good.

GEARING

Investment companies
can use gearing –
borrowing money toa
invest – to enhance
returns
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Choosing investment trusts

How to choose
investment trusts

Researching
investment trusts

There are a number of websites
that allow you to check track
records and other information. You
should also look at the managers’
own websites. The websites are:
www.aic.co.uk
www.trustnet.com
www.morningstar.co.uk
www.investorschronicle.co.uk

Investment trusts can be used as core holdings,
satellite holdings and even as the only holdings
in your portfolio

I

nvestment trusts are suitable for all portfolios. They can be bought for growth and for
income purposes. And, with around 400 to
choose from, you are likely to find plenty
that match your needs. The difficulty will be
deciding which one or ones. Let’s say you
are seeking a steady stream of income. Not
only can you choose from UK equity income
and bond trusts, but there will be lots of choices
from other sectors and from outside the UK too.
Diversifying your sources of income is always to
be recommended. Unlike an individual who would
probably find it difficult to research overseas companies thoroughly, an investment trust manager will
have access to company management wherever they
are in the world, as well as analysts on the ground.
Investment trusts make it easy to reinvest income
too and if you can afford to do this, you should as it
will boost your returns.
The Association of Investment Companies (AIC)
compiles a list of “dividend heroes” every year
showing the trusts that have increased their dividends each year for the past 20 years or more. Some
trusts have managed to do this for the past 49 years,
and one has managed it for 50.
Remember that there is little point in securing a
good yield if you are risking losing capital. Ideally,
the investment trust will not only produce an
income, but will also grow your capital.
Before you buy an investment trust you need to
understand what it is you hope to achieve. If income
is your objective, then an income trust is the one
to select. There are plenty of trusts that aim to do
exactly that and it’s sensible to have a mix.
If you wish to grow a capital sum and, say, access
it in 10 years’ time, then you’ll be looking at trusts
that aim to produce growth. You will also have to

consider risk – another way of putting this is how
much can you afford to lose? Would it matter if your
capital didn’t grow or grew far more slowly than
expected? If the answer is yes, then you should be
looking to trusts with a lower-risk profile.
Often the biggest rewards come from the riskiest
investments and they are the ones everyone remembers. But high risk can also mean huge losses, so
choose your risk level carefully. You can reduce
risk by investing in big global trusts with exposure
to many large well-established companies. Don’t
assume all global trusts are the same, however.
Some will take on more risk than others.
Where you do invest in a riskier asset class – for
example, emerging markets or private equity, you
could limit it to a certain percentage of your portfolio
to help minimise the risk you are taking.

Don’t rush

Investment trusts are often best suited to investors
with a longer-term investment horizon – at least
five years and preferably 10 years. Certainly if you
are investing in one of the higher-risk asset classes
such as private equity (backing unlisted private
companies), you have to accept that they can take
many years to come to fruition. Here the appeal of
these investment trusts lies in their aim of delivering
strong long-term growth. Unlisted companies can be
faster growing and private investors typically cannot
invest in them directly because of the minimum
investments required, so private equity trusts are one
of the few ways to get access. Note, too, that for specialist or niche trusts fees will generally be higher.

An investment
trust manager
will have access
to company
management
wherever they
are in the world,
as well as
analysts on
the ground.
a

Where to start

You could start by drawing up a shortlist of trusts or
even sectors that meet your requirements. There
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Choosing investment trusts
are several ways to research investment trusts.
The AIC website has a wealth of information as does
Investors Chronicle where you will find plenty of
commentary and analysis on investment trusts. You
should visit the investment trusts’ own websites for
further information.
Research the manager’s style and strategy and the
objectives of the trust you are considering. Check the
performance over different time periods, for example
one, three, five and 10 years. Has the manager been
there for a long time? Is the trust out of favour at the
moment and trading at a discount? Now might be a
good time to buy before it swings back into favour.
Is the manager a contrarian – buying against the
general market trends? If so, will you be comfortable
with these positions which might seem foolhardy
at the time? Check the policy on gearing and debt
levels. Look at the holdings and consider the outlook for the sector.
If you require income, think about where the
manager gets his income from. Property? Shares?
Bonds? Infrastructure? What is the geographical
source? UK? Global? Emerging markets?
Can you assemble a portfolio so that you gain
exposure to a range of different trusts? Have the
dividend payouts been stable – and rising?

Performance

What can you expect in terms of returns from investment trusts? That all depends on the trusts you invest
in and how well stock markets are performing. It’s best
to try to stay invested for as long as possible. This way,
if the trust has a bad year, there will be time for the
performance to recover. Investing in the stock market
should deliver much better returns than investing in
cash – that is the reward for taking on risk.
Some sectors might do better than others. For
example, small companies can deliver big rewards
because if they succeed their shares will become very
valuable to investors compared to their value when
starting out. However, you have to accept that not
every small company investment will be a rags to
riches story and many will fail along the way.
Investment trusts represent a small portion of the
funds industry, but time and again research shows
that they punch above their weight. The AIC – the
trade body for closed-ended investment companies –
commissioned research comparing the performance
of the open and closed-ended fund sectors. It found
that investment companies outperformed openended funds in the vast majority of areas.

How to buy shares in investment trusts

Most investors buy their shares through online platforms, such as those from Hargreaves Lansdown or
Tilney Bestinvest. These are sharedealing websites
that also allow you to create portfolios and to manage
them all on one site. They make investing incredibly
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Dividend heroes
Number. of
consecutive years
dividend increased

Company

Sector

City of London Invest. Trust
Bankers Invest. Trust
Alliance Trust
Caledonia Investments
F&C Global Smaller Cos
Foreign & Colonial Invest. Trust
Brunner Investment Trust
JPMorgan Claverhouse Inv Trust
Murray Income
Witan Investment Trust
Scottish American
Merchants Trust
Scottish Investment Trust
Scottish Mortgage Inv Trust
Temple Bar
Value & Income
F&C Capital & Income
British & American
Schroder Income Growth

UK Equity Income
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
UK Equity Inc
UK Equity Inc
Global
Global Equity Inc
UK Equity Inc
Global
Global
UK Equity Inc
UK Equity Inc
UK Equity Inc
UK Equity Inc
UK Equity Inc

50
49
49
48
45
45
44
43
42
41
36
34
32
32
32
28
22
20
20

50

YEARS

City of London has
increased its dividend
each year for the past
50 years

Source: AIC using Morningstar

easy and allow you to do research and choose from
almost every share and fund on the market. You can
check the value of your holdings every day and dealing costs are generally reasonable.
An alternative is a share scheme from the investment trust providers. These schemes allow you to
buy shares direct from the investment trust company
and many investors choose to buy this way instead,
sometimes in addition to managing a portfolio
elsewhere. Note that whatever way you buy your
investment trust holdings, you will have the choice
of buying them in an Isa wrapper.
The investment trust schemes allow investors
to build up small amounts in a particular trust, or
group of trusts managed by the same provider, on a
regular monthly basis or via lump-sum investments.
They are managed by investment trust management
companies, or by an administrator appointed by the
investment trust.
There are also clear cost advantages for certain
types of savers as the schemes often do not charge
a dealing fee. This makes them ideal for regular
and, in particular, small saving and for dividend
reinvestment, which is where you use income
received from dividends to automatically buy more
shares. Over the years this is a great way to boost
your total returns. A platform will typically charge
you for every transaction, so if you have to pay to
reinvest small sums such as dividends it won’t be
very cost-effective.
A consumer platform might charge a dealing fee
of £8 to £10 for each transaction. That works well

a
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Choosing investment trusts
What a £100 investment has grown to after 25 years
Performance from 31/03/1991
Performance to 31/03/2016
Duration (years) 25
Overall Weighted Average ex VCTs, share price total return
Company
AIC sector
Foreign & Colonial Investment Trust
Global
Scottish American
Global Equity Income
Dunedin Income Growth
UK Equity Income
JPMorgan American
North America
Mercantile
UK All Companies
Scottish Investment Trust
Global
Henderson Smaller Companies
UK Smaller Companies
JPMorgan Overseas
Global
Alliance Trust
Global
Bankers
Global
Merchants
UK Equity Income
F&C Global Smaller Companies
Global
Law Debenture Corporation
Global
Edinburgh Investment
UK Equity Income
City of London
UK Equity Income
BlackRock Income Strategies
Flexible Investment
British Empire
Global
TR Property
Property Securities
Witan Pacific
Asia Pacific - Including Japan
Murray International
Global Equity Income
Witan
Global
Scottish Mortgage
Global
London & St Lawrence
Global Equity Income
Hansa Trust (Ord)
Global
Murray Income
UK Equity Income
Finsbury Growth & Income
UK Equity Income
Temple Bar
UK Equity Income

Investment trust
schemes allow
you to build up
small amounts
in a particular
trust on a
regular monthly
basis or via
lump-sum
investments.

901.76
845.57
579.81
571.92
1080.49
1622.41
651.99
643.73
741.94
743.3
1091.39
675.41
1536.91
1404.2
755.01
863.47
474.94
1348.83
1852.58
357.21
1033.72
865.59
1426.67
782.26
1248.81
736.76
1719.68
1108.88

Source: AIC using Morningstar

for someone investing a lump sum, or
Some platforms do not offer investwith high regular savings, but less well
ment trusts or only a very limited range.
for someone trying to save £100 per
You also get direct access to the
month. These costs can exert a drag
investment trust manager through
As always, investors
over time so it’s important to avoid or
share schemes and you will be able to
need to do their homeminimise costs wherever you can.
easily receive the report and accounts,
work on dealing charges.
Dealing charges matter less when
get statements and participate in the
Don’t assume that you
you are investing a lump sum, but
annual general meeting (AGM). Many
are getting the cheapest
the advantage of making regular
platforms, on the other hand, charge
deal. The AIC has a
investments or ‘drip-feeding’ is that
clients for going to the AGM or for
it helps avoid the potential volatility
comprehensive table
sending the report and accounts. The
of the savings schemes
of the stock market by smoothing out
trusts’ schemes offer the ability to stop
available with further
the share price peaks and troughs –a
and start contributions at any time.
details on its website:
process known as ‘pound cost averagOne downside is that they are,
www.theaic.co.uk.
ing’. This gives a lower-risk profile
by their nature, confined to one proand also saves you having to guess
vider. This may not be a problem for
when is the best time to invest – a
some groups. For example, JPMorgan
dangerous game according to most advisers.
Asset Management, Aberdeen and Baillie Gifford
The share schemes tend to come with very low offer a reasonably comprehensive range of trusts
minimum investment levels. Many share schemes and investors could build a balanced portfolio
have gift facilities as well, so the fund can be set up through combining their trusts with relative ease. It
in someone else’s name; perfect for the generous might be more difficult with groups that only offer
grandparent.
a handful of trusts.

Do your
homework:

POUND
COST
AVERAGING

You can drip-feed your
a
money to smooth out
peaks and troughs
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Investment trust sectors

Lots to offer
Kate Beioley explains just how diverse
different investment trust sectors are

B

ecause they are listed on the stock
market (unlike unit trusts and
Oeics), investment trusts are able to
retain revenue and keep paying dividends in difficult times. Being listed
also means investment companies
offer exposure to asset classes, sectors and regions that other types
of fund cannot. Those include less liquid areas of
the market like private equity and commercial property, which boast some of the best potential for high
returns but are usually off limits to private investors.
Compared with open-ended funds, investment
trusts have outperformed too. In the five years to 31
December 2015, investment trusts managed by the
same investment manager or team as a comparable
unit trust or Oeic outperformed in 29 out of 33 cases
according to Canaccord Genuity, with closed-end
vehicles storming ahead in the majority of sectors.
However be aware that, unlike an open-ended
fund, the shares in trusts can trade at a discount or
premium to net asset value. This can offer an opportunity to buy when at a discount, but make certain
trusts expensive if at a premium.

Global trusts

The global sector offers diverse exposure to equities
(and sometimes other assets) from around the world
and these trusts make good core building blocks for
portfolios. Global shares and bonds are particularly
good areas to delegate responsibility to a fund manager
due to the difficulty of researching and balancing a
global portfolio yourself. Trusts have a large resource of
analysts and teams on the ground in different countries
able to judge which areas are likely to outperform.
The choice between global trusts is vast. Some invest
wholly in equities while others also invest in other asset
classes and while some invest for racy returns, others
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preserve capital. Make sure you check what the trust
is designed to do before investing. For example, one of
the best in the sector is Scottish Mortgage Investment
Trust (SMT), a high-conviction fund with exposure to
exciting, sometimes unlisted, tech-flavoured stocks.
Investing in it would have earned you £300 from an
initial investment of £100 10 years ago.
By contrast, a trust like Brunner (BUT) aims to
achieve a total return higher than its benchmark
index (50 per cent FTSE All-Share and 50 per cent
FTSE World Index), so is a lower-risk bet. The sector
also includes trusts focused on private equity investments such as RIT Capital Partners (RIT).

Global shares
and bonds are
particularly
good areas to
delegate responsibility to a fund
manager due
to the difficulty
of researching
and balancing a
global portfolio
yourself.

Private equity

This is a less mainstream sector, but one in which
trusts offer a real advantage. Private investors cannot
invest directly in private equity funds or the unlisted,
often early-stage and high-growth companies they buy
and investment trusts offer a unique entry point to the
asset class. Trusts do not have the same constraints
as other funds, which need to be able to quickly buy
and sell investments when investors sell out. That
means they are free to invest for the long term and
offer potentially very high rewards to investors with a
higher risk appetite.
Private equity trusts are split into those that
invest directly in unlisted companies and those that
invest in private equity funds. Funds of funds tend
to be lower risk as their exposure is more diversified.
Examples of those include Standard Life European
Private Equity Trust (SEP), which invests in
European funds focused on mid and large buyouts.
By contrast, Pantheon International (PIN) invests
directly in companies to get more exposure to its
highest conviction plays. Over 10 years the average
private equity trust has turned an initial investment
of £100 into £161.30.

£161.30

What an initial
investment of £100 has
turned into in an a
average trust over
10 years
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Investment trust sectors

49

The infrastructure sector offers
an entry point to an asset class
that offers a high yield with
relatively low risk

YEARS

Many trusts have
increased their
dividends for more
than 49 consecutive
years

Infrastructure

The infrastructure sector also offers another entry
point to a hard-to-access asset class, and one that
offers a high yield with relatively low risk. There
are nine trusts in this sector which offer attractive
yield of around 5 per cent and lower volatility than
equity income and many bond types. However these
are popular and tend to trade at wide premiums,
making them an expensive way to access income.
Trusts such as HICL Infrastructure Company
(HICL), on a yield of 4.6 per cent, have delivered
impressive total returns over the long term but with
a reasonable ongoing charge.

In a climate of dividend
cuts among the largest UK
companies, investment
trusts offer a major income
advantage.

UK equity Income

In a climate of dividend cuts among the largest UK
companies, investment trusts offer a major income
advantage over other investments as they are able
to hold back revenue to pay shareholders in the
future. Many trusts have increased their dividends
for more than 49 consecutive years, with trusts in the
UK Equity Income sector, including City of London
Investment Trust (CTY), Murray Income Trust
(MUT), Merchants Trust (MRCH) and Temple Bar
Investment Trust (TMPL) all increasing dividends
for more than 30 consecutive years. City of London is
in its 50th year of increases.
Trusts in this sector vary in the amount of income
they aim to generate and risk they are willing to take.
Trusts like Lowland Investment Company (LWI)
will take high-conviction bets and can offer volatile
returns from positions in mining stocks. Others take
a different, more cautious approach and will be less
exposed to sectors at risk of dividend cuts in the near
future. Investors can also gain access to the investment expertise of managers running their favourite
UK Equity Income unit trusts or Oeics. For example
well-regarded manager Mark Barnett manages both
Invesco Perpetual Income (GB00BJ04HW53) and
Perpetual Income and Growth Investment Trust
(PLI), which has a lower ongoing charge.

Performance of mentioned trusts and sectors
(% cumulative share price return)
Global trusts
1-mth
Scottish Mortgage Investment Trust (SMT)
-2.5
RIT Capital Partners (RIT)
0.3
Sector: Global
2.7
Private equity
Standard Life European Private Equity Trust (SEP)
8.8
Pantheon International (PIN)
2.5
Sector: Private Equity
1.0
Infrastructure
HICL Infrastructure Company (HICL)
1.6
Sector: Infrastructure
2.5
UK equity Income
City of London Investment Trust (CTY)
3.8
Murray Income Trust (MUT)
2.6
Merchants Trust (MRCH)
3.5
Temple Bar Investment Trust (TMPL)
5.5
Lowland Investment Company (LWI)
3.0
Perpetual Income and Growth Investment Trust (PLI) 2.5
Sector: UK Equity Income
2.1
Index : FTSE 100
1.9

3-mth 6-mth
3.8
0.3
2.0
3.8
5.4
1.6

1-yr
-2.4
6.1
-0.5

3-yr
66.7
40.5
22.8

5-yr
83.5
37.2
37.0

10-yr
198.0
81.7
68.3

8.0
2.7
2.8

8.5
-7.7
-2.4

11.3
-2.5
-2.7

30.4
23.1
14.0

53.9
78.0
36.7

48.2
47.0
39.2

8.3
6.0

7.5
5.7

11.4
11.3

43.0
35.6

82.0
49.7

149.2
47.0

4.2
4.8
2.1
8.8
9.0
-0.7
2.5
6.9

-0.6
-1.0
-3.8
-0.1
1.8
-5.7
-2.4
0.1

-1.6
-8.7
-10.7
-7.8
3.2
-0.3
-2.8
-7.2

20.7
-4.0
6.0
2.2
19.4
26.4
17.5
7.8

56.2
24.3
27.2
34.2
75.3
74.8
52.6
23.7

113.5
56.0
49.9
96.4
108.1
a
138.6
52.6
48.4
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Trusts for every portfolio

Building
a portfolio

90%

David Liddell’s highgrowth portfolio has
90 per cent in equities
and 10 per cent in
alternatives

Leonora Walters looks at how investment trusts
can be used to gain access to different assets

W

ith several hundred
investment trusts listed
in London in more than
40 different sectors, these
funds offer investors the
building blocks with
which to build up a
diversified portfolio.
A standard approach – with any type of investments – is to build up a core of broad mainstream
holdings, and then add in some small allocations to
less mainstream assets for diversity and potentially
higher returns. The core could, for example, comprise Global, UK Equity Income, other mainstream
equity and bond funds, and the satellites could be
investment trusts focused on more unusual assets
such as infrastructure or private equity.
Investment trusts are particularly good for
accessing esoteric and illiquid assets, such as infrastructure, private equity, certain forms of debt and
commercial property. This is because if investors
want to dispose of their investment trust shares they
have to sell them to another buyer on the secondary market – they can’t get their money out as with
open-ended funds. This means investment trusts
can invest without having to worry about redemptions, and take a long-term view.
When constructing a portfolio you should
determine its purpose, and then work out what your
asset allocation is going to be to meet this goal,
taking account of your existing wealth and income,
as well as future prospects and liabilities.
When implementing your asset allocation, to
get the best possible chance of achieving your
objective and the best possible return, you should
look across all types of investments and select the
best – a reason why one of our model portfolios also
includes an exchange traded fund (ETF). Investment
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trusts don’t cover all areas comprehensively, for
example, they offer few options for investing in corporate bonds, where open-ended funds offer more
choice. And not all successful and consistent fund
managers run investment trusts – some only have
open-ended funds. But if you can find an investment trust with a good manager and track record,
and a payout schedule that works for you, then it is
worth inclusion.
The following portfolio models are rough outlines
of how two different types of investors – high-growth
and steady income – could construct a portfolio
using investment trusts to meet their needs.

High growth for retirement
Our first hypothetical example features an investor
in their 40s with around 20 years to retirement,
needing a good level of growth to build up a decent
pot. David Liddell, chief executive of online investment adviser IpsoFacto Investor, suggests a dynamic
approach to asset allocation that takes into account
the relative valuations of different asset classes
rather than assuming allocation is dependent
purely on age or investment horizon – although he
adds that these are clearly important.
“Just because in this case we have 20 years
until retirement does not necessarily mean we
would advise 100 per cent in equities, the classic
growth class,” he says. “But as it happens, at the
moment we like the relative valuation of equities,
so for this sort of portfolio, we would currently be
looking at 90 per cent in equities and 10 per cent
in alternatives.”
For the equity allocation he likes the UK market
– despite the risk of the upcoming referendum on
whether to stay in the European Union (EU). “So
we have 45 per cent in UK equities and 45 per cent

When
constructing
a portfolio
you should
determine its
purpose, and
then work out
what your asset
allocation is
going to be to
meet this goal.
a
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Trusts for every portfolio
Investment trust growth portfolio

Investment trusts can provide reliable retirement income
overseas,” he says. “Obviously, we would want
these equity elements to be well diversified. If you
wanted to be tactical for a short-term period ahead
of the referendum you could increase the overseas
element – as long as it was unhedged exposure to
hedge against possible sterling weakness.
“We would also note that there is not necessarily
a conflict between income and growth as, particularly at the moment, we would expect some of the
best growth to come from reinvested dividends.”
This portfolio could be comprised of the investments shown in the growth portfolio table.

Providing an income in retirement
Some investment trusts pay a very attractive and
reliable income stream, as they can smooth their
income payments by retaining up to 15 per cent of
the income they receive and build up a reserve. This
means you could construct a portfolio of investment
trusts to pay you a dividend every month, with the
following IC investment trust for income portfolio
(see David Liddell’s income portfolio).
But don’t be tied to the payout schedule: an
investment trust that pays out once or twice a year
with a reliable record is probably better than a less
reliable one that pays out more often. You could, for
example, take a payout from one with less frequent
payouts and not spend it all at once.
So you also consider our second investment
trust for income portfolio where the trust’s have
varying frequency in terms of their payouts, but
which is highly diversified by sector and region, and
provides exposure to a number of alternative assets
(see Simon Moore’s portfolio).
Other things to consider when choosing investment trusts for income are excessive premiums, as
these may de-rate, and high levels of debt which
could result in dividend cuts. It is also important to
select a trust that can grow its dividends over time
unless you are very elderly – don’t just opt for what
currently has the highest yield.

Trust
Temple Bar (TMPL)
Edinburgh Investment Trust (EDIN)
Finsbury Growth & Income (FGT)
Lowland Investment Company (LWI)
Schroder UK Mid Cap (SCP)
Henderson Smaller Companies Investment Trust (HSL)
Witan (WTAN)
Foreign & Colonial Investment Trust (FRCL)
Baillie Gifford Japan Trust (BGFD)
Jupiter European Opportunities Trust (JEO)
JPMorgan Global Emerging Markets Income (JEMI)
Aberdeen Asian Income (AAIF)
Fidelity China Special Situations (FCSS)
JPMorgan Indian Investment Trust (JII)
Murray International Trust (MYI)
Third Point Offshore (TPOG)
Electra Private Equity (ELTA)
Acencia Debt Strategies (ACD)
TR Property (TRY)

AIC sector
UK Equity Income
UK Equity Income
UK Equity Income
UK Equity Income
UK All Companies
UK Smaller Companies
Global
Global
Japan
Europe
Global Emerging Markets
Asia Pacific – excluding Japan
Country Specialists: Asia Pacific
Country Specialists: Asia Pacific
Global Equity Income
Hedge Funds
Private Equity
Hedge Funds
Property Securities

% of portfolio
9
9
8
8
7
4
8
8
6
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

Source: IpsoFacto Investor

Investment trust for income portfolio – David Liddell
Trust
Yield (%)
JPMorgan European Income (JETI)
3.8
Investors Capital Trust (ICTU)
4.39
Edinburgh Investment Trust (EDIN)
3.56
Temple Bar Investment Trust (TMPL)
3.85
Aberdeen Asian Income (AAIF)
5.19
iShares UK Dividend (IUKD)
5.61
Murray International Trust (MYI)
5.09
Acencia Debt Strategies (ACD)
4.21
BlackRock Commodities Income (BRCI)
9.45
London & St Lawrence Investment Company (LSLI) 4.17

AIC sector
% of portfolio
Europe
5
UK Equity & Bond Income
12.5
UK Equity Income
10
UK Equity Income
10
Asia Pacific – excluding Japan
5
na
15
Global Equity Income
12.5
Hedge Funds
12.5
Sector Specialist: Commodities & Natural Resources
5
Global Equity Income
12.5

Source: IpsoFacto Investor and Association of Investment Companies (AIC). Yield data: Morningstar as at 5 May 2016

Investment trust for income portfolio – Simon Moore
Trust
Edinburgh Investment Trust (EDIN)
JPMorgan Global Emerging Markets Income (JEMI)
Henderson Far East Income (HFEL)
BlackRock Frontiers (BRFI)
UK Commercial Property Trust (UKCM)
International Public Partnerships (INPP)
Invesco Perpetual Enhanced Income (IPE)
NB Global Floating Rate Income (NBLS)
TwentyFour Income (TFIF)
SQN Asset Finance Income (SQN)

Yield (%)
3.56
5.13
6.9
4.05
4.57
4.65
7.01
4.13
6.58
6.89

AIC sector
% of portfolio
UK Equity Income
45
Global Emerging Markets
5
Asia Pacific – excluding Japan
5
Global Emerging Markets
2
Property Direct – UK
14
Sector Specialist: Infrastructure
5
Global High Income
2
Sector Specialist: Debt
10
Sector Specialist: Debt
10
Sector Specialist: Leasing
2

Source: Tilney Bestinvest and Association of Investment Companies (AIC). Yield data: Morningstar as at 5 May 2016

Investors Chronicle’s
Top 100 Funds:

a

For more investment trust suggestions check the IC Top 100 Funds list at:
investorschronicle.co.uk/funds-and-etfs/top-100-funds/
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